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introduction

• This talk concerns virtual worlds
– Mmorpgs, mmogs, mmps, psws, muds, moos, M*s…

• In particular, it considers who governs such
worlds
• There are thrEe possible answers:
– Real-world governments
– Virtual world developers
– Players

• Ok, so there are four possible answer if you
include:
– No-one…
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governments

• Real-world governments prevail in the
real world
– Virtual worlds’ hardware exists in the
real world
– Virtual worlds can therefore be switched
oFf if real-world governments so choose

• Reality always wins

developers

• Virtual world developers prevail in their
own worlds
– To the extent that real-world governments aLlow

• Can assert their authority in two ways:
– Through their virtual world’s physics
– Through applying the real world’s laws

• For Example, to stop theft occurring in a
virtual world, a developer can:
– Code in concept of ownership
– Ban it under their eula
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players

• Players organise into their own groups
with their own rules
– Within constraints of virtual world’s physics
– Within constraints of real world’s laws

• Active physics has governance features
coded in by the developer
– Eg. hard-wired concept of a guild
– Can include “formal” governments, eg. monarchies

• PaSsive physics has governance emerging
through interactions between players
– The Real world works this way

Standard view

• It’s clear that developers have
regulatory powers through their code
– “Code is law” and all that…

• This gives them a form of sovereignty
• General consensus among objective observers
seems to be that the developer therefore
asSumes the role of government
• Danger: there are standards expected of
governments that may be inaPproPriate in
virtual worlds!
– An “Escape from a prisoner of war camp” game
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A problem

• There is an issue here
• Virtual world developers routinely:
–
–
–
–
–

Punish players without trial
Exile them
Restrict freedom of speech
Destroy property
Infringe privacy

• Sometimes they seek to justify this in terms
of safeguarding the world’s Future
– Other times they just do it on a whim

• Should governments behave this way?!

A deflection

• No, governments should not behave this way
• If a lower-tier government does behave this
way, then a higher-tier government with
authority over it should intervene
• developers, as the governments of their
virtual worlds, should therefore adhere to the
same standards as the real-world
governments that claim jurisdiction
• Well, almost
• The thing is, virtual world developers are not
governments
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rule

• Virtual world developers do rule their virtual
worlds, but they don’t do so as governments
• They rule as gods
• The difference:
– Gods operate by changing the laws of
physics
– Governments operate by judicious aPplication
of the laws of physics that pertain to their world

• I can’t disobey the laws of physics
• I can disobey the laws of the land
– Evade detection, evade or defeat the forces of law…

Key features

• There are two key features of deities that
together undermine any attempts to
consider gods as governments
• 1) governments can be deposed by those they
govern; gods can’t
• 2) governments can relinquish powers; gods
can’t
• The first says that developers can do whatever
they wish in their virtual worlds
• The second says that this is true whether
the developer likes it or not
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constraints

• There is a hierarchy of constraints here
• Each level operates under the constraints
imposed by alL the levels above
• Each level constrains aLl the levels below
• The constraints depend on the physics
– Passive constraints use what the laws of physics
allow to enforce them
• “the legitimate use of force”

– Active ones are imposed through the laws of
physics themselves
• This doesn’t need to be enforced

• Don’t worry, there’s a diagram soon…

warning

• The religious among you may be seEthing
• You’re shortly either going to sEethe some
more, or accept that I’m not deifying human
beings here
• A god is a creator of a reality
– Their godly powers only apply to that reality
– A developer is a god only for the world they develop

• It is a theological issue as to whether creating
virtual worlds is blasphemy or
sacrament
– It’s ok to seethe about that!
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The hierarchy

• Real Gods
– 0, 1 or many, depending on your belief system

• Real Physics-bound
– Us! Can only change physics by appealing to gods

• Real-world governments
• Virtual world developers
• Virtual physics-bound
– Players! Can only change virtual physics by
appealing to developers, governments or real gods

• Coded-in governments
• Virtual-world governments

Gods, governments and citizens

• Basic relationship: Gods create a world, which
contains people, some of whom govern the
remaining citizens
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The real and the virtual

• Combining two instances of this, we get:

Gods or governments?

• initial observation:
– Governments are formed by members of a population
– Gods are not members of a population, they are
external to it
– Therefore gods can’t form governments

• Problem: the diagram was over-simplified
– Gods can play their own virtual world!

• SuPplementary observation:
– Even if gods do play their own virtual world, they’re
stiLl gods
– their individual powers trump those of any inworld government of which they’re members
– Therefore they stiLl can’t form governments
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Approaches to governance

• historicaLly, there have been four
approaches by developers to the rule of their
virtual world
–
–
–
–

Direct rule by fiat
Supported player-tier government
Descent into the virtual world
Abrogation

• A fifth approach has been suGgested but
not yet tried in earnest
– Co-operative of gods

• I’ll go through these individually…

But first

• But first, a word about rule
• In general, Developers just want to create
worlds
– Ideally, the world would run with no intervention

• In practice, the players always act to govern
themselves anyway
• Developers only step in to answer appeals
from the players
– “Prayers”?

• Developers rule their world but not its
inhabitants
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Direct rule by fiat

• Here, Developers rule their virtual world by
application of their godly powers
• Groups of players can/will self-organise,
but there’s no customised support for this
– Note: this is easier with pvp and permadeath!

• Players can’t take control of the world
because characters are not on the same
plane as developers
– You can’t overthrow your deity

• But Players can switch realities
– Deny failing gods the “worshippers” they crave

Supported player-tier government

• Here, Developers stiLl rule by fiat
• But they Provide players with the tOols and/or
structure to develop their own governments
– Embedded in the physics of the virtual world

• Typically this approach expects multiple
governments
– Guilds, clans, …
– You didn’t think a virtual world would always
have just one government, did you?

• Could permit a single, world-wide government
– But conflict is so much more fun!
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Descent into the virtual world

• Here, the developers rule by playing Highranking characters built into the fiction
– Eg. you’re like Odysseus, the developer is Zeus

• May have an ascent component
– Players can themselves become demi-gods

• Not in general a popular approach
– Gives impression that developers are so conceited
that they want to lord it over their players
• This Impression is often true, too!

– Fools no-One anyway, regresses to the direct
rule by fiat case

abrogation

• Here, the gods regard themselves as the
servants of the players
– Most famously tried in lambdamoo

• hand over control to a player council and
make whatever changes to the physics they
ask for
• But the power is illusory!
– Ultimately, developers have a veto, whether they want
it or not

• A deity with a parliament is still a
deity
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Co-operative of gods

• Here, the idea is that the players are the
developers
• Real-world laws are used to define a
constitution that limits the powers of
the executive
– So once you’re in power you can’t change the code to
kEep you in power
• Well, you can, but then the law can be used to change it
back
– If you have any players left by the time it works its way
through the courts…

• serious problem in lack of ARTISTIC integrity

What players think

• I’ve been using “developers” here, but now I’m
going to come clean
– I mean designers

• Developers understand the link between
creativity and creation
– They therefore cede control to their designers

• Players have always called designers “gods”
– Despite their protests
– Despite the titles they give themselves
• Admins, arch-wizzes, sysops, and, yes, gods…

• The players are right. Trust them. They know
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usurping

• A real-world government could order a
virtual world’s physics to be changed
• would that make the government the true
god of the virtual world?
• No, if the government only decrees what the
virtual world’s physics mustn’t implement
• Yes, if the government decrees what the virtual
world’s physics must implement
• The former is just another constraint
• The latter makes the designer the instrument
of an uncaring god

Why this matters

• This maTters because the physics determines
aLl else
• Whoever controls the physics is the god
• When the creator is the god there is art in
creation
– Designers put themselves into their worlds

• If the artistic link is broken, a virtual world
loses its soul
• This isn’t about governance, it’s about
creating new realities
• Virtual worlds can’t be governed from
without any more than stories can!
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summary

• Gods work within the physics of their own
reality to create new realities with new
physics
• Governments apply the physics of their reality
to moderate the behaviour of those who share
that reality
• For gods to be governments, they would have to
be of the reality they moderate
• yet that reality is OF they themselves!
• If the world has sprung from my mind, how
can I be part of it? it’s part of me!

conclusion

• designers should be considered as the gods, not
the governments, of their virtual worlds,
because that’s what they are
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